TRANSPORTATION/TRAILS SUBCOMMITTEE AGENDA
(meeting combined w/CUDA)
RAMONA COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP
15873 HWY 67, RAMONA, CA  92065
RAMONA COMMUNITY CENTER
434 AQUA LANE, RAMONA
January 5, 7:00 P.M.
Draft Minutes -Updated

1. CALL TO ORDER 7:05pm
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. DETERMINATION OF MEMBERS- PRESENT-Jim Cooper, Scott Ensign, Carl Hickman, Dawn Perfect, Bob Hailey, David Stone, Jamie Holabird, Ken Brennecke, Cheryl Wegner. EXCUSED ABSENCES- Lynn Hopewell
4. Corrections/Approval to the Minutes-motion to approve minutes of 12/1/2014, with the only change being to acknowledge that Lynn Hopewell was in attendance. 1st: Bob Hailey 2nd Dawn Perfect. Unanimous.
The minutes from March 10, 2014 are still missing, but Dawn Perfect and Jim Cooper are reviewing the Ramona Sentinel recap to recreate those minutes.
5. ANNOUNCEMENTS-Cheryl Wegner announced the upcoming Santa Maria Creek Cleanup, planned for Saturday, January 10th, 8am-3pm.
6. PRESENTATIONS FROM THE PUBLIC ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS ONLY-None

ACTION ITEMS:
7. Discussion regarding possible solutions for the Starbucks backup on Main St. Letters have been sent to Starbucks. DO NOT BLOCK is painted on street there. Discussed the possibility to have Cal Trans solve the problem. Suggestion to remove “pork chop” to provide easier access to and from 13th St. Library employee Stephanie Haas asked to speak about this. She provided a graphic she created to show the problem. The barrier is an issue. Improvements on 13th St will provide other options.
Motion: Recommend to RCPG to have Cal Trans re-visit this intersection issue regarding traffic at 13th St and Main St. 1st: Bob Hailey 2nd: Jim Cooper Dawn Perfect and Jamie Holabird abstain. Motion passed.
8. See CUDA Minutes, as this was a combined meeting.
9. Proponent from Lansing Co. gave overview of project. Property is flagged for vernal pools. There are 88 onsite parking spots, 8 on street. 62 units. No guest parking planned. Density is 22/acre. Traffic analysis to be done toward the end of process. One access driveway in and out. Fire Dept has not approved yet. Design Review yet to weigh in. Pedestrian access on 16th St only.
Concerns were expressed about the impact on 16th St. Traffic report needed. Parking not adequate.
Motion: To table this project with the intent to receive additional information regarding traffic impacts, onsite parking, fire department analysis, pedestrian access, results of vernal pool report. 1st: Cheryl Wegner 2nd: Jim Cooper Unanimous.
Scotty Ensign received card to provide contact info for Greg Roberson (Chair of RDRB) not Rob Lewellan.
10. Jim Cooper, referring to #12 on last month’s agenda regarding proposed 13th St bridge. Possible procedural error. Should be added to next month’s agenda.

   Also, regarding Creelman paving—was letter prepared to RCPG by Carl Hickman? Kristi Mansolf will follow up. Scotty will get with Kristi.

   Bob Hailey mentioned that all members must provide a letter of intent to serve. Kristi will prompt the request for letters in February.

11. Refer to above.

12. Motion to adjournment-time not noted 1st: Bob Hailey 2nd: Dawn Perfect; Unanimous.

   Next meeting to be held 02/02/2015
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